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Townsville crash bruce highway

Police are investigating a fatal accident between a semi-trailer and a B-double that took place in Stewart last night (November 24). Preliminary investigation indicates the two vehicles collided on the Bruce Highway about 10.10pm, causing a B-double to roll down a dam north of the Townsville cremation. The driver of the B-double, a 64-
year-old Gulliver man, sustained serious injuries and was pronounced dead at the scene. The 61-year-old driver of the semi was transported to Townsville University Hospital with non-life threatening injuries. The Bruce Highway remains closed in both directions while an operation remains underway to repair damage to the road and
remove extensive debris. Distractions are in place and will be in place for a while. The sheath unit is investigating. You are in the Future Travel Planning section of the QLD traffic website. Only information is currently known for planned roadworks and special events are available. Please check this website again before embarking on your
trip to get the most excess information. Police are appealing for witnesses after a single-vehicle crash in Clondry overnight. Around 8.30pm, the Toyota Hilux service was travelling in a northerly direction along Cloncurry Duchess Road, south of Malbon Selwyn Road, when the driver lost... The Read Post police are investigating the
circumstances of a fatal car crash in Townsville earlier tonight. Just after 7:30 p.m., a car was trying to get out of a driveway to Ross River Road when it hit a five-year-old boy riding a... Read post police are appealing for witnesses and dashcam vision, particularly the movements of the Mondeo White Ford-themed NSW registry before the
crash. The car is believed to have driven towards Townsville and an empty trailer was towed... Read Post police are investigating the circumstances of a fatal car crash in Yeruga last night that caught the lives of two women. Emergency services were called to rough road traffic on the Bruce Highway near the turnaround at Jurma Falls at
5... The Read Post police are investigating the circumstances of a fatal car crash in Townsville yesterday. Emergency services were called to one road traffic in one vehicle on John Melton Black Drive at 7.30pm. The car is believed to have left the road and arrived... Read the post A 20-year-old man died following a hit-and-run incident in
Cairns this morning. The Cairns man was hit by a vehicle on James Street just after midnight. The car didn't stop, drove off in... Reid Post police are investigating a car crash that claimed the life of a man in the Black River in Townsville last night. Preliminary investigation indicates that just before 8pm a car was travelling north on the Bruce
Highway between Church Road and Black... Read The Post Police are investigating a fatal car crash in Mundingburra last year, blamed on a man. A ride on ross river road collided with two pedestrians at an intersection with Bowen Road. The two pedestrians, 76... Post forensic crash unit investigators charged a 53-year-old German
national following a fatal car crash at Alligator Creek on June 10. The woman who was the driver of one of the vehicles involved was charged on June 11 with one clause each... Read Post police investigating a fatal accident, two vehicles near Cadwell this afternoon. About 4 p.m., emergency services were called to the Bruce Highway,
about 10 kilometers north of The Cadwell Range near Con Creek, following reports that a truck and a vehicle... Read the post 7NEWS Townsville ist bei Facebook. Um Dach Mitt 7NEWS Townsville This verbinden, Trit Facebook noch heute bei.7NEWS Townsville ist bei Facebook. Um Dt 7News Townsville Zou Verbinden, Trit Facebook
Nooch Hot B. Community grief over the death of a truck driver last month on the Bruce Highway turned into a deliberate outrage against the Queensland government over the stretch of road between Townsville and Ayr.Most Bruce Road crashes between Townsville and Ayr Cora at 27.5km stretch Fatal crash in November Renewed
community and political calls for upgrading roads Ministry of Transport and Main Roads says it has plans to improve road infrastructureTributes stream on social media after 64 , south of Townsville.Crash statistics reveal most incidents on the motorway between Townsville and Ayr occur on a 27.5km stretch of road that locals are
desperate to see upgraded. Nathan Cassidy, who has lived in Alligator Creek for eight years, said residential development south of Townsville had resulted in an increase in traffic. He said residents had seen accidents and frequent accidents on the highway. Whenever there's an accident people in the community have a sense of fear, or a
sense of fear, that maybe someone they know might have had an accident or maybe there was a death, he said. It's only a matter of time before someone close to us is in an accident. We feel very sorry for the people who have already lost their lives in such a way. The statistics paint a bleak picture and the last steward, an LNP member
for Burdekin, called for an upgrade to road infrastructure south of Townsville after November's fatal crash. Mr Latter said dual lanes should be applied from the zinc road junction on the motorway at Stewart to the Cape Cleveland Road junction at Mount Elliot.Statistics from the Department of Transport and Main Roads show most of the
traffic accidents in Bruce Road between Townsville and Ayr over the past three years have occurred on a stretch between Zinc Road and CromarTy Siding Road evacuated.201722 People died as a result of a crash between Townsville and Ayr - one between Stewart and Cromarty19 people died hospitalized - 12 of them between Stewart
and Cromarty2018 One person died as a result of crashes between Vayer - The fatal accident occurred between Stewart and Cromarty10 people hospitalized — nine of them between Stewart and Cromarty 2019 People died as a result of crashes between Townsville and Ayr — four between Stewart and Cromarty27 people hospitalized
21 of them between Stewart and Cromarty2020 Four people died as a result of crashes between Townsville and Ayr - one among Stewart and Cromarty residents in the suburbs south of Townsville say they believe traffic on the Bruce Highway is increasing. (ABC News: Travis Meade) Traffic conditions are tough, Fiona Lidget, a business
owner in Nom near the freeway, said the road was becoming more dangerous. Speed is a significant factor [and] traffic conditions are very difficult, she said. There are some very high incident points here towards Alligator Creek and outside the front of our business, where accidents tend to occur - reducing the speed limit would be a good
start. We need to look at some discussion around the Highway that strayed. We really need some action this way soon to avoid any further damage to anyone. Townsville regional economist and author Colin Dwyer has been supporting upgrades to the Bruce Highway in north Queensland for years. Documenting the state of the road
during recent trips to the southeast corner, Mr Dwyer said there were some safety issues with the motorway south of Townsville. There was no median swath about miles of this section - it reduces safety standards and increases the risk of these head-on collisions, Mr Dwyer said. The threshold in this area was pretty narrow. There was a
lower speed in that area, which tried to explain some of the challenges that exist in that area. There are a lot of other areas that if they're going to apply the speed limit there, lower speed limits need to be applied to some other areas on the Bruce Highway as well. Tell us your location and find more local ABC News news and information
for further upgrades The transport and main roads slide recently completed safety upgrades for Bruce Roads at Cromarty, which included upgrading the Cromarty Sideng Road junction and installing overtaking lanes. A company spokesman said further upgrades were being considered. The department has plans for further upgrades to
improve safety and efficiency on the Bruce Highway between Cromarty Siding Road and Zinc, they said. These upgrades are subject to planning and building funding guaranteed under the jointly funded Bruce Highway Upgrade Plan. Because the Bruce Highway is part of the National Grid, we also need to work with the federal
Department for Infrastructure, Transportation, Regional Development and Communications on joint funding of road improvements. In the meantime, we will continue to monitor safety and conditions on the Bruce Highway. A police investigation into the fatal crash in November is ongoing. Published 7 December 2020 Monday 7 December
2020 21:01 at 21:01
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